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Six mp3 recordings match titles in bold font. Recordings are raw, directly from the archival DVD of live performance, mixed to favor vocals, but missing much 
of the lovely harmonies and elegant orchestrations. Most songs have been edited in some way since these recordings were made; “He’s Gone” was 
shortened (again); “Ratification” was re-worked almost entirely for a penultimate “dash toward the finale”; the brief “Do We Have a Country?” has been added to 
replace a much longer, lovely – but unnecessary – ballad. 
 

SELECTED MUSIC NUMBERS description, events… 
 
 ACT I 

… and function 

“Prologue” – march Instrumental Very brief introduction begins with “British Grenadiers” 
march, which is overtaken by “Yankee Doodle” – symbolic 
of what will transpire as the former “Colonists” take 
ownership in becoming “Americans,” just as they had taken 
ownership of the “Yankee Doodle” tune during the war. 

“Shays Rebellion” – marching, 
modal, with pitchfork-stomping 
stylized, stormy dance 
Before p. 30, i.e. in script sample. 

Shays, Pitcher, Parmenter, other rebels, mostly men – 
shared solos and mixed chorus 
Daniel Shays and Jason Parmenter lead over-taxed farmers 
to collect weapons at the Arsenal, a tragic rebellion. 
Springfield, MA, 1787. 

Show problem for “the people” generated by conflict 
between the people and the state. Citizens are killed in the 
fight. 

“Water from the Well” – lament,  
modal  
Before p. 30, i.e. in script sample. 

Molly Pitcher – solo 
Following the battle, she sadly tends to those still alive, 
offering water. 

Brings the conflict home for one Shaysite; ballad tells of 
her losses; her plea to “…our country’s fathers….” with 
powerful emotion, harsh relevance. (Also shows the 
legend Molly Pitcher of Revolutionary War fame, with 
subtext referencing her recent history, and by association, 
that of everyone who fought and survived the war.) 

“We Met Last Summer” – barbershop, 
swing time 

J Madison, Randolph, A Hamilton, Dickinson, Mason – with 
shared vocal parts of song and vocal underscore, they trade 
out for dialog as they appeal to Washington 
Amid alarming uprisings, such as the Shays Rebellion, 
Gorham has voiced urgent need for change, to Washington; 
then Madison and Hamilton shared concerns that this summer 
they must succeed, and they decide that the best way to 
entice others to attend is to get Washington on board. The 
group is persistent in that effort. 

Provides characterization and relationships of 7 delegates 
(Gorham and Washington do not sing), offers some 
background leading to the upcoming Convention, and 
shows Washington’s reluctance to be a part of 
government, while the others give reasons why he must 
attend. In comic relief, Randolph overtly switches from one 
voice part of the vocal underscore to another when others 
drop out to speak, trying to hold it together. The song 
begins a “pile on” by several delegates to goad 
Washington into attending the Convention. 

“Books” – alternately driving & lilting J Madison, D Payne (Madison), A Hamilton, E Hamilton, 
Henry (spoken lines only) – solos and trio  
Madison is studious and driven, preparing for the 
Convention, and (non-singing servant) Henry delivers 
increasing burdens of Madison’s requested books from 
Jefferson and Adams (Madison’s study); the Hamiltons flirt 
with one another as they talk about why Alexander must 
attend (Hamilton’s home); in counterpoint with the 
Hamiltons, the youthful Quaker Dolley Payne dreams of 
forbidden finery and dancing… and a future husband (in 
Philadelphia). 

Segments of two contrasting songs alternate to provide 
characterization and relationships, and Henry’s 
interruptions bring comic relief. At the end Madison, in 
spoken and sung “monologue,” contemplates “What shall 
our government be?” and, wondering, he ponders that “we 
the people” should have authority and that “…this Great 
Experiment haaaas be-guuuuun!” and sweeps off 
dramatically. 

“The Soldiers Came to Congress” – 
ballad  

George Washington – solo 
As delegates arrive in Philadelphia, old friends meet and 
share concerns. Haunted by the memory, Washington 
conveys to Franklin his heartache in having led men in battle 
then having to face them when Congress no longer could 
pay them for their service. 

This characterizes Washington, revered by all, as 
genuinely concerned for those who had fought with him. 
Subtext reveals his love for them, and by extension, for the 
people of the young nation: he still feels responsible. 

“Younger Lions and Older Patriots” –
greeting/bowing  song 

(Younger Lions) Randolph, Pinckney, King, A Hamilton, J 
Madison, G Morris, and 
(Older Patriots) Wythe, Mason, Wilson, Dickinson, Gorham, 
Sherman, Washington, Franklin  
After initial introductions of newcomers in two “camps,” their 
two song parts are joined in counterpoint, then the delegates 
head to the tavern singing together, eventually in a capella 

Introduction to several delegates arriving in Philadelphia 
and to their (historical) described groups, as they show 
mutual respect for one another and their hopes for making 
some much-needed changes. Further characterization for 
those already introduced includes a brief solo dance for 
Washington, demonstrating both his refinement and 
respectful deference to his colleagues. 
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homophony (symbolic foretelling). 

“I Am a Politician” – shiftily Randolph (+Wythe spoken line only) – solo with some mime  
The Virginia delegation and Hamilton have hung back when 
others leave, to coordinate their plan. Randolph tries to gain 
political status with them in order to promote himself in the 
Convention. 

Randolph shows he is a shifty politician, and the other 
Virginia delegates agree he is their best choice to present 
their proposal at the Convention. 

“We the People, We the States” – 
forcefully 

(We the People) J Madison, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, 
King, A Hamilton, Wythe, Randolph, and 
(We the States) Blount, Pinckney, Rutledge, Mason, Gerry, 
Sherman, Yates, Lansing, Dickinson, Bedford  
Blount has arrived late (what becomes one of a handful of 
recurring comic bits) and delegates convening in 
Independence Hall raise many, many issues. 

They sing-shout only their respective choral refrains and 
driving instrumental underscore pushes ahead as 
delegates of two sides argue passionately, addressing 
multi-faceted issues and opposing priorities – protecting 
“the people” and giving power to their government – as the 
conflict escalates. 

“The Grumbletonians” – sea chantey 
style 

Mason, Paterson, Lansing, Yates, Gerry, Dickinson, 
Bedford, Martin – Mason solo with men’s chorus 
When others have left the Hall, they indulge their 
complaints. Mason, aghast by these, his “glorious allies,” 
confuses them in a twist at the end. 

The (historical) group shows their frustratingly adamant 
reluctance to change – comic relief of silly naysayers. 

“More Like the British” – on British 
Grenadiers tune 

Alexander Hamilton – solo  
When other proposals have been offered and delegates 
continue to argue, Hamilton steps forward with his own plan. 
It has been suggested that Hamilton sacrificed himself to 
bring the other delegates together, against him but toward 
Madison. That is left as mystery. 

In a brash move and awkward parody, Hamilton suggests 
the unthinkable, and others join together to boo him into 
abrupt silence, followed immediately by the next number. 

“America, the Miracle” – anthem  
After p. 30, i.e. not in script sample. 

Pinckney, with delegates assembled (J Madison, Randolph, 
Wythe, Washington, Mason, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, 
Gorham, King, Gerry, A Hamilton, Yates, Lansing, Rutledge, 
Blount, Baldwin, Paterson, Sherman, Dickinson, Bedford, St. 
Thomas Jenifer, Martin) – Pinckney solo and men’s chorus 
Pinckney responds to the continuing contentious disputes. 

In this signature song of the musical Pinckney admonishes 
others, reminding them of their hard-won freedom and of 
Americans being “…like no other people that the world has 
ever seen” (actual historical quote); delegates eventually 
support him with a sign of unity – choral counterpoint of 
“Americans Are We,” voicing a shared vision for the future. 

“We’ll Lose It” * – angrily Delegates assembled, as above  
Following escalating conflicts of newly presented issues, 
they grouse, singing during the first part of scene change 
music, as they depart Independence Hall. 

Several factions are – again – arguing, dissatisfied as they 
break for the holiday recess. 

“Yankee Doodle at the Indian Queen” 
* 
This scene has been relocated in the 
script from Act II since the premiere. 

Sherman, Lansing, Yates, Martin  
At the tavern. Madison has become very discouraged, so his 
friends have been trying to relieve his troubles, including G 
Morris with his “ladies,” as politicking continues around 
them. Then this group picks at Madison, kicking him when 
he is down. 

Another appearance of the tune that had become a symbol 
for the country, used here by those opposing Madison’s 
proposals to taunt him in the casual atmosphere of the 
tavern, much as the tune had been used by the British to 
taunt the Colonists, then later embraced by the Colonists 
and thrown back in the faces of the British. 

“Who Are We? / Someday” – 
rock’n’roll  
After p. 30, i.e. not in script sample. 

A Hamilton, E Hamilton, D Madison, J Madison, G 
Washington, with full company – solos and company refrains  
 
With Washington’s final “We will have no kings a-gaaaaain!” 
the perspective shifts from “ruminations on the future,” and 
Hamilton stomps off in the here and now, leaving the 
Convention. 

The future Hamiltons, Madisons, and Washington consider 
the future from their five perspectives, further 
characterizing their roles. The company offers the choral 
refrain “Who Are We?” and each soloist has something 
uniquely different in their verse. Dolley gets a nice “twist” in 
her tune, for instance. The catchy, memorable tune leaves 
the audience singing it in their heads – or out loud – during 
intermission. 

  
 ACT II 

 

“Entr’acte” – march  Instrumental Minor mode version of “Prologue,” very briefly suggesting 
that all is not rosy. 

“Mister Roger Sherman” – soft shoe Delegates assembled (Sherman, Franklin, G Morris, 
Randolph, J Madison, Mason, Pinckney, Wythe, Wilson, 
Gorham, King, Gerry, Yates, Lansing, Rutledge, Blount, 
Baldwin, Paterson, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer, 
Martin) – shared solos with men’s chorus, song and dance 
Blount, as usual, has entered Independence Hall late (one 
among a few recurring comic elements during the 
proceedings), and Sherman has pulled puppet strings to 
gain power for the small states. 

Delegates – those in favor of and those against Sherman’s 
proposal – paint him as the shrewd manipulator that he is, 
commending his skill even if they don’t like the result, a 
light-hearted perspective from both sides of the large 
states and small states issues. 

“He’s Gone” – on Eine Kleine Lansing, Yates – duet song and dance  In lively comic relief, they describe Hamilton and provide 
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Nachtmusik tune 
(Mozart’s work premiered in 1787.) 

The “other two” delegates from NY, who already have 
established their self-serving behavior, discover that 
Hamilton has gone home from the Convention and they 
celebrate with glee, their mission to vote against him 
completed. 

insight to the context of their corrupt politics of NY; then 
they dance off, happy to leave the Convention. Subtext 
suggests that they are relieved to get back to their corrupt 
“politics as usual.” 

“Peculiar Institution” * – darkly  Rutledge – brief solo  
With unwavering commitment of the South to maintain 
slavery, Rutledge confirms their dependence on slavery. 

His brief perspective serves as introduction to the next 
song. 

“Three-Fifths of a Man” – on Deep 
River spiritual 

Jackson, the Slave – solo in soliloquy 
Having made a delivery to his “good master” Washington, he 
has lingered to hear the debate on slavery and the decision 
for government representation. He recounts his losses and 
offers prescient insight to the continuation of slavery. 

With deep hurt – not anger – Jackson’s lament is a show-
stopper as he sings of the River Jordan, “Deep River, they 
will not let me cross… ’cause I’m only three-fifths of a 
man,” the government representation of slaves. (Scene 
change music afterward accommodates audience need for 
emotional buffer before the following number.) 

“Have I Missed Anything? “ – spritely  Langdon and delegates assembled (J Madison, Randolph, 
Wythe, Mason, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, Gorham, King, 
Gerry, Pinckney, Rutledge, Blount, Baldwin, Paterson, 
Sherman, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer, Martin) – 
shared solos for several and men’s chorus, production 
number with mime and/or dance. 

Late arrival Langdon, full of himself, poses the question, 
providing a light-hearted and jovial recounting of all that 
has transpired thus far. 

“In Philadelphia / They Need Me” – 
romance / con bravura  
After p. 30, i.e. not in script sample. 

A Hamilton, E Hamilton – duet and solo  
In an endearingly romantic duet the young couple 
acknowledges the need for Alexander to return to 
Philadelphia. In his song-within-a-song, Alexander’s bravura 
expresses his fervent belief in the need for a strong 
economy, and he brags that he’s the one who must see to it. 
The duet returns… and a kiss before he has to leave again. 

Eliza is the consummate “supportive wife” in her best 
efforts for saving their country, though she clearly would 
prefer to have Alexander home with her. Comic relief is 
provided in Alexander’s unabashedly self-promoting solo, 
as well as in the occasional “Yankee Doodle with a hitch” 
accompaniment. 

“What Shall Our Presidency Be?” – 
like a latin “Mission Impossible” 

Delegates assembled (J Madison, Randolph, A Hamilton, 
Wythe, Mason, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, Gorham, King, 
Gerry, Pinckney, Rutledge, Blount, Baldwin, Langdon, 
Paterson, Sherman, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer, 
Martin)  
Back in Independence Hall again, they argue about one 
leader or a committee, term length, and other requirements. 
At one point, all eyes turn toward Washington as a potential 
president, but he is uncomfortable with the attention. 

A few shared solos and choral refrain, along with 
underscore of discussion. Comic banter is scattered 
through the discussion points. 

“We Will Be a Country” – anthem  Delegates assembled (J Madison, A Hamilton, Randolph, 
Wythe, Mason, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, Gorham, King, 
Gerry, Pinckney, Rutledge, Blount, Baldwin, Langdon, 
Paterson, Sherman, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer, 
Martin, including Washington), adding Sec Jackson –  
Though they still have reservations, all eventually stand and 
join in a glorious but brief men’s chorus. 

Delegates realize that they are coming together as one 
country. 

“In Committee” –  dance suite 
structure, but mostly sung (stately; 
grandioso; “Islands style”; misterioso; 
march; hornpipe; slow waltz; urgently) 

Delegates assembled (J Madison, Randolph, A Hamilton, 
Wythe, Mason, Franklin, G Morris, Wilson, Gorham, King, 
Gerry, Pinckney, Rutledge, Blount, Baldwin, Langdon, 
Paterson, Sherman, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer, 
Martin), and Washington (featured dance solo) – song and 
dance 
Several committee sub-groups boast of their various 
purposes. Near the end, naysayer Martin is so annoyed with 
lack of progress that he departs, not to be seen again, 
andothers rejoice in his decision. 

Production number opportunity for briefly featuring several 
small vocal ensembles (in a myriad of contrasting music 
styles), dancers, and shared solos, each segment ending 
with the men’s chorus in choral refrain “In Committee.” 

“I Have Failed” – tragically  J Madison – solo  
Madison and Franklin remain after all others have left 
Independence Hall in a discouraging exodus caused by 
several delegates voicing their dissatisfactions. 

Madison bemoans his failure briefly to Franklin. “…No Bill 
of Rights and slavery will sustain….” This serves as 
introduction to the next number. 

“Dawning of the Day” – uplifting  Franklin, J Madison, with delegates assembled (A Hamilton, 
Randolph, Wythe, Mason, G Morris, Wilson, Gorham, King, 
Gerry, Pinckney, Rutledge, Baldwin, Blount, Langdon, 
Sherman, Paterson, Dickinson, Bedford, St. Thomas Jenifer) 
– solo, underscore, duet, and choral “echo” 

Franklin avers the wisdom of what has been accomplished, 
assuring Madison; Madison then, nodding, joins in duet; 
then delegates re-enter to join again, transitioning to the 
next day, before resuming work. 
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“The Soldiers Have Come to 
Congress” – ceremonial 

Delegates except Martin, Lansing, Yates – men’s humming 
chorus underscore (same tune as Washington’s earlier solo) 
The Committee on Style has presented the document, and 
when all seemed lost, Franklin has offered a solution to 
meet “unanimity.” During the vote, lingering disagreements 
within states still pose a threat to reaching agreement. 

To record the “vote,” delegates ceremoniously sign the 
Constitution and instrumental underscore takes over, 
building tension as potential failure looms; players hold in 
brief tableau for the image of the famous Christy painting; 
and the orchestra swells toward Washington’s added 
“twist” and proclamation of success. 

“Do We Have a Country?” * – uplifting 
 
Since the premiere, this brief duet has 
been conceived to shorten Act II, 
replacing another lovely ballad which 
was deemed unnecessary. 

Franklin, Pitcher – brief duet  
As Franklin has slowly moved to depart, the last to leave 
Independence Hall, he has paused at the aforementioned 
rising-setting sun image on Washington’s chair, commenting 
“Now I know: it is, indeed, a rising sun.” Pitcher then had 
entered as a cleaning woman and asked him, “Do we have a 
country?” and he replied, “Yes… if we can keep it.” They 
then sing together and knowingly smile with one another in 
hopeful, albeit realistic, perspective. 

Bits of their respective solo tunes are combined: “I asked of 
our country’s fathers…” and “it is the dawning of the day,” 
ending together with “We will have a bet-- ter--   daaaaay!” 

“Ratification” – patter song (double 
articulations on the tune) with a few  
interjected choruses at regular speed, 
for contrasting relative calm 
This has been entirely re-worked 
since the premiere. 

Delegates, Parmenter – shared solos and men’s chorus  
States report progress until, building toward a cliff-hanger 
report from NY, then instrumental underscore swells and 
leads quickly toward resolution and the finale. 

Rapid-fire shared solos sort of like jazz trading 4’s, but 
almost never trading back, plus men’s chorus refrains, all in 
parodies on “Yankee Doodle” tune. One verse is exactly as 
used at the time for political sway. 

“Americans Are We” finale  – 
anthem builds to grandioso  
After p. 30, i.e. not in script sample. 
 
(This number had the audience in 
a standing ovation for every 
performance BEFORE the end of 
the music.) 

Full company – several ensembles coming together, 
Company production number song and stylized march  
Beginning with a trio for Madison, Hamilton, and Washington 
(on “Miracle” tune), then with additive synthesis 
counterpoint, three tunes are added, each with another 
group of players (“Americans Are We,” “Dawning of the 
Day,” and yet another parody on “Yankee Doodle”); then 
homophony of a “calming” section before contrast of the 
grand ending. 

This production number revisits four tunes with new lyrics, 
symbolically building a complex contrapuntal tapestry with 
each group’s entry made clear, much like the several 
perspectives among the states and delegates. When all 
parties have joined, they join together in homophony.  

 

  

 


